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Role: Release Manager 
Job Location: Bangalore 

About Enzen (www.enzen.com) 

Enzen Global is an innovative & knowledge-based Consulting, Engineering and Operations organization exclusively 
working on Energy and Utility (Gas, Power, and Water) sectors. We provide outcome-based turnkey solutions, blending 
industry best practices and leading-edge ideas with a continuous focus on meeting our customers’ expectations. 

We work with clients across the value chain to deliver sustainable and lasting improvements to their efficiency and 
performance. As part of our solution suite, we provide strategy, consulting, digital, technology, management, and 
operations services. In addition, we develop the commercially successful use of renewable resources to deliver a 
transformative advantage for our customers.  

Enzen focuses on delivering outcomes and has a wide range of advisory and engineering services for the power, water, 
gas and renewable energy sectors, supported by our specialised Business Units and unique Centres of Excellence. 
These cover Business Operations, Business Transformation, Enterprise Solutions and Energy & Water Network 
Operations, and help deliver high-quality, effective, need-specific solutions. Our project work includes but is not limited 
to smart utility networks, technology optimisation, capital efficiency, asset management and mergers & acquisitions. 

Founded in 2006, the business has grown and developed across the globe, with a presence in the UK, India, USA, 
Spain, Australia, Turkey and Kazakhstan. 

Role: Release Manager 

Responsibilities and Duties: 

 Plan the release of project deliverables and release life cycle. 

 Communicate the project-related tasks such as plans, timelines, requirements, etc. between different 
teams. 

 Coordinate the release schedule and resources required depending upon the third-party applications, 
defect backlogs, planned releases, and infrastructure updates.  

 Identify the risks that can delay the release and manage them, such that the scope scheduled, and 
quality of the release is not affected. 

 Track the progress and find issues, if any. Always work to improve the process of release. 

 Make sure that the release is planned, according to the requirements and budget. 

 Schedule the release readiness reviews before deployment and milestone reviews after each release. 

 Create plans for the implementation and deployment as per the release schedule. 

 Plan and give weekly updates on the release activities 

 Make sure the allocation of Release Engineers to every release. 



  
   

 Communicate with release managers from different IT departments. 

 Lead the Go-Live activities to deploy the software successfully. 

 Team up with relevant development teams responsible for building the automation tools used to develop 
and deploy the software. 

 Attend the CAB meetings to discuss the release schedules with the team and find roadblocks, if any. 

 Maintain documentation related to procedures on build and release, various notifications list, and 
dependencies. 

 Make improvements in the methodologies used for configuration management and development of 
software that helps to find ways to use in configuration management. 

 
 
Qualification and Experience: 

B. Tech in Computer Science or an equivalent degree 

8-10 Years experience in Release Management. 
 
Interested candidates to share their latest profile to talent.egsindia@enzen.com 


